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Abstract: Severe extrusion floor heave is the most common type of failure of floors in deep roadways,
and it is also a major problem restricting the safe and efficient mining of deep coal resources. In deep
roadways, reducing floor stress is an effective means to control floor heave. In this study, the method
of creating directional stress-relief zones by constructing stress-relief boreholes is applied; while the
stress is released, the path of stress from the ribs transferred to the floor and to the extrusion failure
path is cut off, and floor heave control is achieved. Therefore, based on the stress-boundary and
rock-mass parameters of the roadway, the control effects of the borehole angle, length, diameter, and
row spacing on the extrusion floor heave were studied, and the reasonable thresholds of borehole
parameters were shown to ensure the stress-relief effect on the roadway. In addition, the bolt-grouting
technology was used to strengthen the floor of the roadway, the broken surrounding rock was
modified via grouting consolidation, the support strength of the floor was increased using high-
tension bolts (cable), and there was a good floor heave control effect in the field application. On the
basis of traditional floor reinforcement, the control effect of stress regulation on floor heave is fully
considered in this study, and stress-relief–anchor-grouting, a collaborative control technology for
floor heave in deep roadways, is developed. Based on the three factors affecting the stability of deep
roadways (stress, lithology, and support), the collaborative prevention and control of severe extrusion
floor heave were realized, which provides a new method for deep roadway floor heave control and
has good application value.

Keywords: deep roadway; extrusion floor heave; borehole stress relief; anchor grouting support;
collaborative control

1. Introduction

The intensification of coal mining has caused the depletion of shallow coal resources
in many mining areas in China, and coal mining has been transferred to deeper levels [1–3].
Under the strong influence of deep stress, the structure, behaviors, characteristics, and
engineering response of coal and rock masses have undergone fundamental changes. Large,
nonlinear deformation and continuous rheology occur easily after roadway excavation,
especially due to floor heave [4,5]. It has been found that more than 70% of the roof and
floor movement of roadways without floor support is due to floor heave, and the amount
of roadway maintenance caused by floor heave accounts for more than 50% of the total
amount [6]. Therefore, the prevention and control of floor heave have become the focus
and challenge of deep roadway control.
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In order to solve the problem of floor heave in deep roadways, domestic and foreign scholars
have put forward much research regarding the mechanisms, influencing factors, and treatment
methods of floor heave and have achieved fruitful results. Sungsoon Mo et al. [7–9] pointed
out that horizontal stress is the main factor inducing roadway floor heave and proposed
a classification method for roadway floors based on studies of floor heave mechanisms.
Hongpu Kang [10] and Qingwen Zhu et al. [11] found that rock stratum bending, dilatancy,
and dilation are the main causes of floor heave in roadways and pointed out that the stress
relief method is an effective means to prevent and control floor heave. Yaodong Jiang [12],
S.B. Tang [13], and Tie Wang et al. [14], based on an analysis of the factors influencing floor
heave, classified floor heave into four categories: extrusion flow type, flexural fold type,
shear dislocation type, and water expansion type. Manchao He [15], Weijun Wang [16,17],
and Yong Chen et al. [18] proposed a control method for floor heave using the interaction
among the roof, ribs, and floor, revealing the action mechanism of roof relief, inventing a
bolt net and cable-coupled support to control floor heave. Jianbiao Bai [19,20], Ying Xu [21],
and Yiming Zhao et al. [22] revealed the “two points and three zones” feature of floor-heave
roadways under dynamic stress, developing floor steel-pile and U-shaped steel-sealing
supports, which achieved a good control effect for floor heave by optimizing the roadway
layout and strengthening the broken floor. Renshu Yang [23,24], Xiaoming Sun [25–27],
Meng Wang [28], and Zhiqiang Wang et al. [29] studied the characteristics of weakly
consolidated laminar floors and asymmetric floor heave with gob-side entry and developed
the stress regulation of misaligned roadway layouts and the differentiated zoning control
of a high-strength anchor to grout floors. Jingyi Cheng et al. [30] clarified the coupling
triggering mechanism of floor heave stress extrusion and hydraulic weakening in deep
soft rock roadways and developed a combined floor-heave-control technology for grouting
reinforcement based on floor-blasting stress relief. Lihui Sun [31], Xiaoqing Wang [32],
Jiong Wang [33], and Qingliang Chang et al. [34] developed a floor heave joint control
scheme including a floor cable bunch + deep and shallow grouting, inverted floor arch +
bolts, and a hydraulic dilation anchor rod, achieving effective floor heave control effects in
field tests.

The existing research on floor heave control can be categorized into three aspects—
stress manipulation, surrounding rock modification, and support strengthening—among
which the latter two are paid more attention. However, it has been found that there is
difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory control effect from the modification and reinforce-
ment of surrounding rock through field applications, and the relative reduction in the
surrounding rock stress is fundamental to maintaining floor stability [35]. Nowadays, the
common floor heave control methods for deep roadways include optimizing the roadway
layout [36], excavating stress-relief roadways [37], loosening blasting [38], slotting in the
floor [39], etc. Among them, optimizing the roadway layout and excavating stress-relief
roadways concern stress-relief technologies outside the roadways and include negative
factors such as a large amount of engineering and high cost, and they have been replaced
by loosening blasting and slotting in the floor and other stress-relief technologies inside
the roadways [40]. The stress-relief technologies inside the roadways include building
artificial crushing zones, which effectively alleviate the high stress accumulation and severe
extrusion effect of the floor and then reduce the deformation of the floor [41]. However,
the key to the popularization and application of this technology is not the control effect
but the safety and efficiency aspects. For instance, many mining areas are subject to the
influences of explosive materials and mine safety protection, and there is no condition for
loose blasting. However, slotting in the floor has the negative aspects of high cost, high
labor intensity, and high construction difficulty.

In recent years, borehole stress-relief technology has gradually become the mainstream
stress-transfer method in roadways due to its advantages of its simple process, convenient
construction, and low cost [42], and it has been widely applied in the fields of dynamic
disaster prevention and control [43], high-stress roadway control [44], and gas seam an-
tireflection [45]. The problems in floor heave control in typical deep, high-stress roadways
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are addressed in this study, with a focus on exploring the weakening control effect of
stress-relief boreholes on severe extrusion floor heave and developing the collaborative
control technology of stress-relief–anchor-grouting in deep roadway floor heave, which
provides a new method for floor heave control and ensures the safe and efficient production
of deep mines.

2. Field Background
2.1. Mine Introduction

The coal mine of Henan Energy Chemical Group Co., Ltd., Guhanshan, was used as
the field background. Gas-extraction roadway #1605 was selected as the test roadway; it is
the roadway ensuring the safety of longwall face #1605, and it was used to construct the
gas-extraction borehole of the 21# coal seam. As shown in Figure 1, the test roadway is
buried about 795 m deep, with a total length of 1661.8 m, and it is located 12 m below the
floor of the 21# coal seam. In order to ensure that the roof and ribs of the test roadway are
stable, the test roadway is arranged in a siltstone layer, and the floor of the test roadway is
located in a sandy mudstone layer with low strength. For details, see the red box zone of
the borehole column section in the lower-right corner of Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mine excavation plan.

As shown in Figure 2, the test roadway is a straight wall with a semi-circular arch and
a size (width× height) of 4.5 m× 4.5 m, and it consists of combined bolting with wire mesh
and a cable. The anchor bolt specification is Φ20 mm × L2400 mm, and the spacing row is
800 mm × 800 mm. Anchor cable support is applied to the roof to strengthen the support.
The anchor cable specification is a Φ18.9 mm× L7500 mm high-strength prestressed anchor
cable, and the spacing rows are 1600 mm × 1600 mm, with three cables in each row. A
metal net of Φ6 mm is laid between the anchor rod (cable) and the roadway surface, and
the mesh is 70 mm × 70 mm. After the roof support was completed, shotcrete was used to
seal the spray layer, with a thickness of 50 mm. It should be pointed out that there is no
effective support for the floor in the test roadway.
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Figure 2. Test roadway’s original support.

2.2. Severe Extrusion Floor Heave in Deep Roadways

Photos of the pumping lane of the test roadway are shown in Figure 3. It can be
seen from the figure that after roadway support is added, the deformation of the roof can
be effectively controlled, and the deformation of the floor heave increases. The severe
extrusion flow failure is shown in the floor, and the maximum floor heave of the roadway is
1 m, which leads to the inclination, rollover, and distortion of the floor track and induces a
local slope, which severely affects the normal use of the roadway. According to the mining
and excavating relationship between the longwall face and the roadways seen in Figure 1,
when floor heave occurs in the test roadway, the coal seam above it is not mined, and the
roadway is in the initial stress environment. An in situ stress test was carried out on the
area near the test roadway, and the measured location is shown with the red dot in Figure 1.
The hollow inclusion strain method was adopted for the in situ stress measured; a total
of three measuring points were arranged, and the results show that the area near the test
roadway is dominated by horizontal stress, as shown in Table 1. Through the coordinate
transformation of the in situ stress test results, the ratio of horizontal stress to vertical stress
(side stress coefficient) of the test roadway is about 1.3, which aligns with the value of a
typical roadway affected by tectonic stress.

The results indicate that the maximum principal stress after the excavation of the
roadway in a horizontal stress field is mainly concentrated in the interior of the roof and
floor, which produces extrusion in the surrounding rock [46]. If the floor is not supported
or the engineering disturbance is severe, strong extrusion floor heave may be induced
in the roadway under the action of horizontal stress. There is a directly proportional
relationship between floor heave and the side stress coefficient [47]. As the side stress
coefficient becomes larger, the quantity of floor heave increases linearly. With the failure
and unloading of the floor, the accumulated vertical stress in the two ribs is transferred
to the floor along the bottom angle and released, which induces the intensification of the
heave extrusion flow behavior on the floor. As shown in Figure 4, the long-term extrusion
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deformation of the floor will loosen the two ribs and roof of the roadway and induce overall
disaster and roadway instability in severe cases.
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Figure 4. Floor extrusion deformation.

Extrusion-flowing floor heave is the most common and recognized type of floor heave
in deep roadways [48]. Researchers have fully understood the mechanism of this type
of floor heave and have developed control technologies such as strengthening the roof,
constructing the bottom angle, adding a floor anchor (cable), and relieving the stress [49–51].
Based on existing research results, this study poses a beneficial attempt at deep extrusion
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floor heave collaborative control using the regulation of floor stress environment and floor
reinforcement. The overall research idea of the study is shown in Figure 5.
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3. Principle and Technology of Floor-Heave-Relief Weakening Control
3.1. Stress-Relief Control Principle of Floor Heave Boreholes

The continuous extrusion of surrounding rock induced by floor failure is the main
reason for severe floor heave in deep roadways [47]. If the stress-relief method is adopted
to cut off the stress and the flow direction of the fractured rock mass and improve the stress
environment of the floor, the degree of floor heave can be significantly reduced [52]. To
address the disadvantages of commonly used stress-relief techniques such as loosening
blasting and slotting in the floor, this study introduces borehole stress-relief technology for
floor heave control engineering.

According to the borehole stress-relief principle [53], there are two functions of the
construction of stress-relief boreholes. One is to form an artificial crushing zone along the
roadway via the superposition of the plastic zone adjacent to the boreholes, cutting off
the transfer path of the stress on the roadway ribs and broken rock mass to the floor, and
improving the floor stress environment, as shown in Figure 6b. The other is to use the
boreholes’ space to provide compensation space for the volume dilation deformation of the
roadway’s surrounding rock and reduce the radial displacement of the roadway, as shown
in Figure 6c.
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Research shows that the stress-relief effect of the roadway is mainly affected by
the borehole parameters, but there is no theoretical basis for determining the borehole
parameters. The authors and the research and development team have made some efforts
and attempts to design stress-relief borehole parameters, and it is clearly pointed out in
the literature [42] that the orientation, length, diameter, and row distance of the borehole
directly affect the stress transfer and deformation control effect of the roadway. Therefore,
based on the previous research results, the control effect of the above key drilling parameters
on the roadway floor heave will be discussed.

3.2. Numerical Analysis Model

The three-dimensional numerical model of the test roadway was established, as
shown in Figure 7. The mesh generation, division, and grouping of the model in the early
stages were completed using HyperMesh2019 software, and the model was imported into
FLAC3D6.0 software through the conversion interface. The model includes different angles
θb (0◦, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦, 40◦, and 50◦) and different diameters D (100 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm,
400 mm, and 500 mm). The center distance of the boreholes is 1 m, which makes 1 m, 2 m,
. . ., n m, and other integer row spacings possible for borehole construction. Considering
the internal correlation between the borehole diameter and the row spacing [54], the ratio
of the borehole diameter D to the row spacing R (D/R) was adopted as the index to
analyze and determine the layout density of the boreholes. The size of the numerical model
was X × Y × Z = 60 m × 16 m × 60 m. The displacement of the horizontal and bottom
boundaries of the model was fixed. The constitutive of the model is strain softening, and the
stress boundary condition was applied to the upper boundary and the horizontal direction
according to the in situ test results, in which a 19.25 MPa vertical stress was applied to the
upper boundary, 24.91 Mpa was applied in the horizontal X direction, and 34.44 Mpa was
applied in the Y direction.
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The floor’s rock samples were obtained via borehole coring, and the rocks’ physical
and mechanical parameters were tested in the laboratory, as shown in the second row of
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Table 2. The research object was the generation mechanism and prevention of floor heave.
For the sake of simplification, the changes in the conditions of rock strata occurrence were
ignored in the established model, and to assign parameters to the model globally, a floor
made of sandy mudstone was adopted.

Table 2. Physical and mechanical parameters.

Pre-peak parameters

Category Density/(kg/m3) Elasticity
Modulus/GPa Poisson c0/MPa ϕ0/(◦) Tensile Strength

/MPa

Laboratory experiment 3663 10.26 0.31 4.41 28.5 1.14
Inverse modeling 3663 2.57 0.31 3.26 28.3 0.35

Post-peak softening
parameters

Plastic parameter εps 0 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.01 0.1 1

cεps /MPa 3.26 2.34 1.74 1.35 1.11 0.95 0.70 0.67 0.67
ϕεps /(◦) 28.3 23.3 21.0 19.9 19.5 19.3 19.1 19.1 19.1

The post-peak softening property of the rock material was also considered: the attenu-
ation of the post-peak parameters of coal samples should be considered in the numerical
simulation; otherwise, it is difficult to accurately describe the total stress–strain and yield-
failure behaviors of coal samples [55]. It was found that the rock mass cohesion c and
the internal friction angle ϕ changed with the increase in plastic strain εps. In numerical
analyses, the post-peak softening characteristics of the rock mass are often simulated by
establishing the functional relationship between c, ϕ, and εps [56]. In the literature [42], the
function expressions of c, ϕ, and εps are established using laboratory loading and unloading
experiments. After parameters are normalized, the post-peak parameters of the rock mass
can be calculated according to Equation (1):{

cεps/c0
= 0.799e−εps/0.00225 + 0.205

ϕεps/ϕ0 = 0.328e−εps/0.00123 + 0.676
(1)

where c0 and ϕ0 are the initial cohesion and internal friction angle of coal samples, MPa,
(◦), and cεps and ϕεps are the cohesion force and internal friction angle corresponding to the
plastic strain εps MPa, (◦).

RocLab1.0 software was used to convert the rock sample parameters obtained through
the experiment into rock mass parameters [57], and the attenuation law of c and ϕ with εps

were obtained using Equation (1). The field-measured roadway deformation was taken as
the target value, and the numerical simulation parameters of the rock mass were inverted
using the iterative method. The verification process is shown in Figure 8; the curve in the
figure is the result of numerical simulation, and the scatter is the result of field measurement.
The initial parameters of the rock mass obtained through inversion are shown in row 3 of
Table 2, and the parameters of the post-peak softening of the rock mass are shown in the
last three rows of Table 2.

3.3. Key Technical Parameters Determination of Borehole Stress Relief

The research indicates that the main factors affecting the stress-relief effect of the
boreholes are the stress-relief orientation, the stress-relief parameters, etc. [58]. Then, the
established model and the parameters of inversion were used to study the control effect
of the borehole stress relief on the compressive floor heave of the test roadway, which
provides a theoretical basis for the determination of stress-relief parameters and field tests.

Based on a literature search and on the basis of the previous research [59], two indices
of stress regulation and deformation control were selected to analyze the effect of roadway
stress relief, with a total of four variables: the failure depth of the floor (df), the floor heave
(δf), the horizontal peak stress (σm), and the distance between the horizontal peak stress
and the floor (lf).
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3.3.1. Borehole Angle θb

Cutting off the release of high stress along the floor is an effective method to control
the extrusion floor heave. The construction position of the stress-relief boreholes is gen-
erally in two ribs or the floor, and it is more common to use two ribs for the stress-relief
boreholes, because there are defects in the construction of floor boreholes, such as difficulty
in discharging slag and low efficiency [60]. The construction boreholes in roadway ribs
is taken as an example: the effect of stress regulation and floor heave control on roadway
floors was studied by adjusting the boreholes’ angle.

During the simulation, the boreholes’ diameter D was fixed at 500 mm; the length Lb
was 14 m; the row distance R was 1 m; the angle θb was taken as the independent variable;
and 0◦, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦, 40◦, and 50◦ were taken as the comparison models. Figure 9 shows the
relationship curves between df, δf, σm, and lf and the borehole θb. As can be seen in Figure 9,
the construction of stress-relief boreholes is conducive to the control of floor heave. When
θb is in the range of 0◦ to 40◦, df and δf decrease as a whole with the increase in θb. From
the perspective of stress analysis, the regulation effect of floor stress is different with the
increase in θb. Specifically, when θb ∈ [0◦, 20◦], the effect on the floor stress concentration
area is limited, and when θb > 20◦, the σm and lf show a decreasing trend.

It should be noted that when θb > 40◦, the effect of floor stress regulation and floor
heave control slows down. In addition, the increase in θb has more and more stringent
requirements for drilling machine performance, resulting in a significant increase in the
difficulty of borehole construction. For the test roadway, the borehole angle should reason-
ably be controlled within the range of 20~40◦. The horizontal stress, vertical displacement,
and roadway failure nephograms without boreholes and with borehole angles of 20◦ and
40◦ are shown in Figure 10. It can clearly be seen from the figure that stress-relief bore-
holes have barrier effects on the floor stress distribution and displacement transfer, and
the construction of stress-relief boreholes can effectively reduce the failure depth and
floor heave.
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3.3.2. Borehole Length Lb

The length of the stress-relief boreholes Lb was analyzed with a θb of 20◦, a D of
500 mm, and an R of 1 m. The relationship curves of df, δf, σm, and lf with Lb are shown in
Figure 11. It can be seen from the figure that with the increase in Lb, the stress concentration
degree of the floor is effectively alleviated, σm decreases, and df gradually decreases. When
Lb > 14 m, σm, lf, and df gradually become stable.

With the increase in Lb, δf first decreases and then increases. The inflection point
emerges at position Lb = 8 m and then δf increases slowly with Lb. As shown in Figure 12,
the deformation trend in the roadway ribs is the same as that of the floor, but that of the
roof is different. With the increase in Lb, the roof deformation shows a linear growth trend,
which is mainly caused by the overall subsidence of the roof caused by the extension of the
crushing zone of the boreholes. In the field, when determining Lb, factors such as stress
regulation, floor heave, and roof subsidence should be taken into consideration, and the
balance of multiple factors should be studied. For the test mine, from the perspective of
floor heave control, the borehole length should not be less than 8 m. From the perspective
of stress regulation and construction quantity, the borehole length should not exceed 14 m.
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Figure 12. The deformation of surrounding rock varies with the length of the boreholes.

3.3.3. Borehole Diameter D and Row Spacing R

The results show that the borehole diameter D and row spacing R are two variables
that influence each other [54]. With the increase in D, R can be appropriately increased and
vice versa. Therefore, the ratio of D/R is selected as a variable to comprehensively study
the influence of D and R on floor heave control.

Figure 13 shows the relationship curves of df, δf, σm, lf, and D/R. As can be seen from
the figure, with the increase in D/R, the greater the degree of breakage of the surrounding
rock (Figure 13 (the upper right panel)), the better the barrier effect on the stress transfer,
and σm and lf decrease. The bigger the D/R, the smaller the degree of damage to the
roadway floor, which can be proved by the linear attenuation relationship between the floor
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deformation and the floor deformation depth with D/R. However, it should be noted that
a bigger D/R is not always better. When the D/R is greater than 1/2, the rock mass along
the stress relief area can easily lose its bearing capacity. At this time, the row of boreholes
is similar to the slotting along the direction of the roadway, which causes the overall
subsidence of the roof under the action of self-weighted stress, which is very unfavorable
for roadway maintenance. For the test roadway, a reasonable D/R is less than or equal
to 1/2.
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4. Floor Heave Stress-Relief–Anchor-Grouting Collaborative Control Technology
4.1. Principle of Anchor Grouting Support for Roadway Floors

Similar to the support from the roof and two ribs, roadway floor support can also be
divided into initiative support (bolt, cable, anchor grouting, etc.) [31–34,61] and passive
support (U-shaped steel, poured concrete, etc.) [21,22]. However, it is worth emphasizing
that whether it is a newly excavated roadway or a repaired roadway, the inverted arch
should be excavated before the floor is supported, as shown in Figure 14, for two reasons.
Firstly, the inverted arch can peel off the shallow broken floor and increase the effect of the
initiative and passive support (Figure 14b). Secondly, it can seal the tail of the bolt (cable)
or U-shaped steel in the inverted arch by means of pouring concrete (Figure 14c) so as not
to affect the use of the roadway.

Influenced by the difficulty of construction and the effect of the support, the method of
strengthening the floor with U-shaped steel is gradually being replaced by initiative support
methods such as bolt (cable) or anchor grouting [62]. At present, the anchor-grouting
support method to reinforce the floor is common. In order to improve the efficiency of
excavation, many mines only pay attention to the roof support and then deal with damage
after severe floor heave occurs, and in this situation, the floor is composed of loose, broken
surrounding rock. For the anchor grouting support, grouting can be used to block the
broken surrounding rock, improve the strength and integrity of the surrounding rock, and
provide a reliable foundation for the application of high prestress on the bolt (cable).
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In this section, the collaborative control effect of anchor grouting support and borehole
stress relief on floor heave is studied by taking anchor grouting reinforcement for the floor
as an example. As shown in Table 3, three schemes were set during the analysis: (1) no
roadway-control technology, (2) borehole stress relief, and (3) borehole stress relief + anchor
grouting. Before the simulation analysis, it was necessary to clarify the strengthening effect
of anchor-grouting support on the mechanical parameters of the broken surrounding rock.
In the literature [35], the functional relationship between rock mechanics parameters and
support strength was obtained using a similar laboratory simulation test method. For
the test roadway, a Mohr–Coulomb model was assigned as the constitution model in the
anchorage zone, the support strength of 0.35 MPa was taken as an example, and through the
conversion of rock mass strength, the mechanical parameters shown in Table 4 were used
to assign parameters to the floor anchoring area to simulate the anchor grouting support.

Table 3. Modeling schemes.

Scheme Borehole Stress Relief Anchor Grouting Support Borehole Stress-Relief Parameters Anchor Grouting
Support Parameters

1 No No
θb/(◦) Lb/m D/m R/m Strength/MPa

2 Yes No
20 14 0.5 1 0.353 Yes Yes

Table 4. Simulated support parameters.

Support Intensity
Pi/MPa Density/(kg/m3)

Elasticity
Modulus/GPa Poisson c0/MPa ϕ0/(◦) Tensile

Strength/MPa

0.35 3663 3.855 0.31 1.005 28.65 0.35

The stress and deformation data of the roadway’s surrounding rock corresponding
to the three schemes are shown in Figure 15. It can be seen from the figure that the
anchor-grouting support on the floor after the stress relief can effectively reduce the stress
concentration of the surrounding rock of the floor and reduce the failure range and defor-
mation of the floor. It should be pointed out, as shown in Figure 16, that when the floor is
reinforced with anchor grouting, the roof deformation can be improved at the same time to
make up for the roof and ribs additional deformation caused by the stress relief, playing a
role of strengthening the floor and controlling the roof.
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4.2. Floor Heave Stress-Relief–Anchor-Grouting, a Collaborative Control Technology
4.2.1. Confirmation of Key Parameters

Based on the above results, the severe extrusion floor heave stress-relief–anchor-
grouting, a collaborative control technology, is proposed. In addition, the field industrial
test was finished; the specific test path and parameters were as follows:

(1) Borehole stress relief on the ribs. According to the numerical analysis in Section 3.3,
the borehole parameters that can ensure full stress relief of the roadway are as follows: I. θb:
20~40◦; II Lb: 8~14 m; and III D/R: less than or equal to 1/2. The amount of construction
and the difficulty of slagging are considered, the optimal borehole angle θb is 20◦, and the
borehole length Lb is 14 m. It should be pointed out that D/R was finally chosen to be
1/3, and the upper limit of the recommended value of 1/2 was not adopted; the design is
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conservative because if the stress relief is excessive, the roof will sink. The drilling machine
diameter of the Guhanshan mine is 113 mm, and the final borehole row spacing is 350 mm.

(2) Anchor grouting support for the floor. The test roadway floor heave is severe,
and the damage depth is large, resulting in the bolt (cable) losing the anchor strength
foundation, and it is difficult to obtain ideal results using the bolt and cable support. To this
end, the floor support of the test roadway is reinforced using grouting bolts (cable). Both
the grouting bolts and the grouting cable have hollow structures, as shown in Figure 17.
The two major processes of grouting and anchoring are integrated, and the functions of the
modification of the broken surrounding rock and high-strength anchoring are included.
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The design of the grouting bolt refers to the conventional design method of the bolt,
and the expression of the bolt support strength is presented in the literature:

p =
σtπd2

4n1n2
(2)

where p is the strength of the bolt support, MPa; σt is the tensile strength of the bolt material,
MPa; d is the bolt diameter, mm; and n1 and n2 are the bolt spacing and the row spacing,
respectively, mm.

According to Equation (2), when the support strength of the bolt support is 0.35 MPa,
with a yield strength of the bolt of 600 MPa as an example, the row spacing between bolts
is 900 mm × 900 mm.

The field measurement and numerical simulation show that the failure depth of the
floor exceeds the anchoring range of the bolts. In order to effectively control the overall
foundation of the anchoring area of the floor, the grouting cable is used to replace the bolts
in the special position of the middle and bottom angle of the floor to increase the anchoring
depth and avoid the overall extrusion of the anchoring area.

(3) Floor crack seal. After the anchor grouting is completed, in order to increase the
integrity of the floor and reduce the engineering disturbance and the weakening effect of
the water texture, the backfill is carried out by pouring concrete, and the backfill thickness
is about 300 mm.

4.2.2. Field Construction Schemes

The test roadway is the gas-extraction roadway #1605; its field construction process
and key technical parameters are shown in Figure 18.
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5. Field Application Effect

The control technology and parameters presented in Section 4.2 were used for the
test roadway; then, the mine stress data were monitored, and the control effect of the
floor heave was tested. The monitoring data of the borehole failure, deep roadway rib
displacement, floor cable stress, and floor heave are shown in Figures 19–21.

(1) Borehole failure and deep displacement of roadway ribs. After the construction
of the stress-relief boreholes, borehole imaging was used to observe the deformation and
failure of the boreholes. The images of the borehole ribs after the borehole construction
are shown in Figure 19a. A large number of cracks can be seen in the surrounding rock of
the roadway ribs, and there are phenomena of local borehole collapse and hole blocking,
indicating that the stress-relief effect is good. In order to effectively monitor the stability of
the surrounding rock at different depths of the roadway ribs, multi-base point displacement
meters were installed 0.5 m above the stress-relief boreholes of the roadway ribs, as shown
in Figure 19b. Four measuring points were set 2 m, 4 m, 6 m, and 8 m away from the
surface of the roadway ribs, and the monitoring data are shown in Figure 19c. There was no
obvious change in the deformation of the surrounding rock at different depths before and
after the stress relief, which indicates that the selection of stress-relief borehole parameters
is reasonable, and the construction of stress-relief boreholes will not cause instability in the
surrounding rock of the ribs and roof.
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(2) Working load of the anchor cable. After the construction of the cables was com-
pleted, cable dynamometers were installed between the lock and the bearing plate, as
shown in Figure 20a, to monitor the stress of the grouting cables on the floor. The stress
monitoring curves of the anchor cable are shown in Figure 20b. It can be seen from the fig-
ure that the load responses of the 1# and 2# ergometer after the anchor cable was tensioned
were 24.2 MPa and 20 MPa, respectively. With the diffusion of the tensioning prestress of
the cable to the floor, the stress of the cable decreased to 2.3 MPa and 2.2 MPa, and then
remained stable. During the whole observation period, no rebound of the cable was ob-
served, and the cable was in good condition. The pull-out test of the floor cable conducted
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to check the attenuation of the anchor cable’s anchorage force is shown in Figure 20c. The
results show that during the observation period, the pull-out force of the anchor cable was
above 30 MPa (150 KN), and no anchoring failure phenomenon was observed.
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(3) The roadway floor heave. As shown in Figure 21a, after the roadway support was
completed and the concrete floor was poured, a floor deformation monitoring station was
set up in the test area. The monitoring data of the test roadway floor heave are shown
in Figure 21b. According to the analysis results, the extrusion floor heave was effectively
controlled after the stress-relief–anchor-grouting collaborative control technology was
adopted on the floor. The deformation of the roadway’s floor mainly occurred within
15 days at the initial stage of excavation and then gradually became stable. Forty days after
the excavation of the roadway, the deformations of the floor of the 1# and 2# measuring
stations were only 38 mm and 34 mm, which is only 16.3% of that when the floor was not
supported, achieving a good floor bulge control effect and ensuring the normal production
of the mine.

6. Discussion

In the study, a laboratory test, in situ test, numerical simulation, and industrial test
were used to study the control effect of borehole stress relief on deep roadway floor
heave; the borehole parameters of stress relief were optimized; the floor-heave depression-
anchor-injection collaborative control technology was developed; and the collaborative
prevention and control of deep stress-extrusion floor heave was realized in three respects,
stress, lithology, and support, to provide a new method for the floor heave control of
deep roadway.

At present, the common floor-heave-control methods mainly include grouting rein-
forcement and strong anchorage. In contrast, the effect of the stress environment on the
floor heave of the roadway was considered in the study. Based on the previous research
results, the authors tried to apply the borehole stress-relief technology to control of the two
ribs’ extrusion deformation in the gravity stress field. The application of floor heave control
not only validates the previous results but also solves the problem of large deformation
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of a deep roadway floor. However, it should be noted that the determination of stress
relief borehole parameters should fully consider factors such as the stress environment of
roadways and the properties of surrounding rock, and the verification should be carried
out strictly according to the production of geological conditions of the test roadway, so
that the appropriate borehole parameter ranges are given to ensure that the roadway is in
a state of full stress relief and to prevent the deformation from being difficult to control
due to insufficient stress relief, or the roadway from becoming unstable due to excessive
stress relief.

In addition, through a large number of data tests, the design sequence of stress-relief
borehole parameters is optimized. Firstly, the borehole angle is determined according to the
section size of the roadway and the direction of the principal stress; then, the borehole length
is designed. Meanwhile, considering the correlation between diameter and row spacing,
it is suggested that the two analyses be combined. For mines under similar conditions,
the above sequence could be followed to optimize the design of pressure-relief borehole
parameters. Finally, the large deformation of a deep roadway floor can be controlled
significantly with the help of the current high-strength anchor injection technology.

7. Conclusions

Under the influence of high stress, deep roadways are prone to severe extrusion floor
heave. Reducing the stress environment of the roadways’ surrounding rock is an effective
means to control extrusion floor heave. Based on laboratory tests and in situ stress tests, a
control example of severe extrusion floor heave was analyzed in this study, and we obtained
the following primary research results.

A directional stress-relief zone can be constructed using the borehole stress-relief
technology, which can effectively cut off the stress transfer path and improve the stress
environment of the floor while releasing stress. Based on the construction of the stress-relief
belt, the control effects of the angle, length, diameter, and row spacing of stress-relief
boreholes on the extrusion-type floor heave were studied via the numerical simulation
method, and the reasonable thresholds of the borehole parameters were obtained to ensure
the stress-relief effect. Combined with the specific conditions of the test roadway, the
optimal combination of pressure relief parameters was determined, which were a borehole
angle of 20◦, a length of 14 m, a diameter of 113 mm, and a row distance of 350 mm; these
parameters guided the construction of stress-relief boreholes in the field.

With the aim of ensuring the stress relief effect, the anchor-grouting technology was
used to strengthen the support of the roadway floor, the broken surrounding rock of
the floor was modified through the consolidation effect of the grouting, and the support
stiffness of the floor was enhanced through the application of high prestress.

Based on the comprehensive consideration of stress regulation, the modification of
surrounding rock, and the strengthening of the support, a stress-relief–anchor-grouting col-
laborative control technology of roadway floor heave based on borehole relief is presented
in this study, which provides a new method for the severe extrusion floor heave control of
deep roadways and has a good application value.
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